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THE PLAN
In 2021, a committee of UUCA members with an active interest in arts programming gathered
to reimagine what art in a spiritual space could look like. The resulting plan is ambitious and
bold, focusing on centering marginalized voices and experiences, asking participants to push
beyond their comfort levels in order to achieve new pathways to spiritual understanding, builds
community through dynamic arts programming, and revolutionizes the idea of what an art
space should or could be.
This arts blueprint is set up so that the UUCA is able to implement each section independently.
While each part will work to strengthen the overall impact of the UUCA arts program, it is
unrealistic to assume that it can all be done at the same time. Execution of individual
components will be based upon availability of staffing, funding and volunteers.
This plan is organized in a top down format. Sections of the plan that appear first, will bring
high impact, high visibility to the arts program at UUCA. Items further down in the plan, such as
digital programming, are engaging dynamic ideas, but would require more resources than UUCA
currently has available. As the UUCA arts program evolves, additional elements can be added to
the slate of programming.

ARTS
LEADERSHIP
TEAM
Interested in joining the Arts
Leadership Team to help with making
UUCA the most forward-thinking
arts space in Atlanta?
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Please contact Rev. Taryn Strauss

THE ARTS
VISION TEAM

Shawna Floyd

Donald Milton, III

Carl Pelizza

Rev.
Taryn Strauss

Todd Wingfield
Brian Kendall

Lisa Guyton
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Kacie Willis

MISSION
Our mission is to better navigate the world around and within us by engaging on-going
conversations of empowerment and authenticity through a variety of artistic disciplines.

VISION
A radically inclusive and diverse artistic community, grounded in UU values.
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VALUES
To provide innovative arts programming that is oriented in practices of inquiry and disrupting
the status quo.
To seek a variety of curatorial voices, centered around the empowerment and authentic
experiences of diverse communities.
To create radically inclusive arts programming that cultivates brave and collaborative space
for growth.
To take risks and reimagine what art in a spiritual space looks and feels like.
To celebrate the joyful interconnectedness of us all, so that we may be open to experience
mystery and wonder.
To create entertaining and enriching experiences through art.
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DIVERSITY
INCLUSION
EQUITY
ACCESSIBLILTY
ACCOUNTABILITY
We strive to be an association of congregations that truly welcome all persons and commit to
structuring congregational and associational life in ways that empower and enhance everyone’s
participation. Systems of power, privilege, and oppression have traditionally created barriers for
persons and groups with particular identities, ages, abilities and histories. We pledge to replace
such barriers with ever-widening circles of solidarity and mutual respect. - UUA Bylaws
All arts programming at UUCA must comply with with the congregation's resolution and
commitment to Anti-Racism, Anti-Oppression and Multiculturalism.
WHEREAS, Unitarian Universalists strive for justice, equity and compassion in human relations
and our Unitarian Universalist Association commits us as a religious movement to the work of
anti-racism, anti-oppression, and multiculturalism (ARAOMC);
WHEREAS, the Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Atlanta (UUCA) has a proud heritage of
ARAOMC work upon which we now build;
WHEREAS, prejudice remains a universal part of the human experience which, combined with
power and privilege, harms us in varying ways as individuals and as a community;
WHEREAS, the journey is often confusing and the work often deeply painful, our principles and
our theological tradition compel us to stay on the journey and continue the work of ARAOMC;
WHEREAS, with humility we acknowledge that we will err in this work and that none of us will
ever be done with this journey; and
WHEREAS, we are determined to continue in this work, confident that by doing so we will
deepen spiritually and thrive as a fully engaged, relevant faith community that brings healing to
the world.
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THEREFORE, recognizing that actions are more powerful than words, UUCA resolves to:
be an anti-racism, anti-oppression, and multiculturally competent congregation;
develop an ARAOMC lens through which we look at every aspect of our congregational life,
learning to recognize structural and systemic oppression and the many ways that some of
us benefit from white privilege, male privilege, heterosexual privilege, cisgender privilege,
and able-bodied privilege;
utilize a shared denomination-wide vocabulary regarding ARAOMC work, to foster
communication;
be more welcoming to all, practicing radical hospitality so that our congregation will be a
spiritual home to all who enter and no one will feel invisible in our faith community;
assume best intentions of all who are involved in this work;
remain in learning mode, taking risks in extending ourselves, and accepting discomfort as
we work toward our goals;
overcome fear and forgive and support one another in this ARAOMC journey;
catch ourselves committing micro-aggressions and change our ways;
engage in ARAOMC work as a part of our individual UU spiritual journeys;
foster equal access to power and resources for all; and
work toward collective liberation and a world in which everyone has enough and no one is
denied the opportunity to reach their fullest potential.
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PERFORMING
ARTS
The Performing Arts Coordinating Team (PACT) at UUCA has a long history of successful and
engaging programming. The group should continue to create entertaining and meaningful
programming as it has done in the past, with an eye toward cross-collaboration with other arts
workgroups in the congregation.
Create a quarterly programming guide for performances at UUCA, corresponding to the
liturgical themes designated by UUCA leadership.
In addition to programming produced in-house, PACT should invite other community arts
organizations to present and collaborate on performing arts programming.
In order to weave an arts tapestry throughout the building, PACT should respond to and
work with the other arts workgroups at UUCA. Cross-programming will enhance the work
being done by other artistic disciplines.
Fully utilize performance space by renting out the facility. This will also allow for passive
income that can be used to fund arts programmnig at UUCA.
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PULGRAM
GALLERY
The Pulgram Gallery at UUCA will feature a rotating exhibition of thought-provoking and
engaging visual art, designed to highlight marginalized voices and experiences. Through
rotating exhibitions, UUCA will invite community curators into the space, as well as provide
opportunities for the community to exhibit.
The Gallery will feature four yearly exhibitions, corresponding to the liturgical themes
designated by UUCA leadership. Exhibitions will run approximately ten weeks, with a week on
either side for installation/de-installation and gallery repair.
Three exhibitions will be curated by either the Fine Arts Leadership Team (FALT), or by
community curators who have been brought in to speak directly to issues in their
communities. The bulk of exhibitions should be curated by outside thinkers, who will be able
to expand the dialogue beyond the membership of UUCA.
The fourth exhibition will be curated by the Teen Council. Please see Teen Council section for
additional details. *Until the Teen Council is up and running, the Fine Arts Leadership Team will
program that slot.*
Because there will not be a gallery attendant available at all times, all exhibitions should
include the following information in a printed booklet available for visitors to the gallery:
Title of Exhibition
Curatorial Statement
Didactic explanations of work, provided by either the curators or the artists
All work must have title, artist name, medium and year created
Questions for visitors that allow them to think critically about what they are seeing
Outside curators should be given an honorarium for their time. Honorarium to be decided
by senior leadership at UUCA.
All exhibitions should have an opening and closing event. Curators are encouraged to be
creative in deciding what an opening event looks like. This could include cross-programming
with the performing arts work group, or outside, cross-disciplinary artists.
Curators and the FALT should program additional public events to support the artwork on
display. Events could include, but should not be limited to: artist or curator talks, guided tours
of the exhibition, musical performances, writing workshops, film series or poetry readings.
Many of these events should charge a fee to attend, creating a potential revenue source for
the arts program.
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Gallery art sales are a potential source of revenue for UUCA. While not all exhibitions will
feature works for sale, the Fine Arts Leadership Team should work with curators and artists
to determine if the works will be for sale.
UUCA should keep a recommended 30 percent of all sales; this is significantly lower than a
typical gallery, but will also allow for more artists to make exhibiting in the space feasible.
All art for sale should have a QR code listed on the artwork information, and linked to an
online store, so that pieces may be purchased without the need for a gallery attendant.
Purchased art should be identified with a red dot on the information card.
A Square shop should be created for all gallery purchases.
It is recommended that UUCA take out an insurance rider to their existing policy to cover the
damage or loss of any and all artworks.
UUCA will need to create an online portal for artists to submit work.
UUCA will need to create a contract for both the exhibition of art and consignment of work
during exhibitions. This is to protect both the artist and the congregation.
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EVENT RENTALS
UUCA has a great opportunity to become a gathering space for local arts groups who need
space to present programming. Affordable program space in Atlanta is in short supply,
therefore expanding outside offerings will fill a community need. Further, event rental revenue
will be a major funding source for arts programming. This also will bring in many new people to
the building and will give UUCA a great opportunity to reach out to potential new members.
Create an event space rental guide for all available spaces in the building. The guide should
include: photographs, room size, room capacity, rental inclusions such as audio-visual
equipment, chairs, tables, podiums, and any additional items that may be used. This guide
will be used to market the space, and should be sent to all small and medium sized arts
organizations who do not currently have their own space in Atlanta.
Create a web page dedicated to event rentals.
Create an application system for event rentals. All rentals should be approved by UUCA
leadership, to make sure that the programs and organizations abide by the principles of
diversity, inclusion, equity, accessibility and accountability.
Maintain an updated calendar of facility availability and rentals. It is recommended to make
this calendar publicly, so that arts organizations do not apply for space that is unavailable.
Create and train a cadre of UUCA volunteers who are willing and able to staff events. Event
capacity will be limited to volunteer availability.
Pricing should be affordable, not necessarily market-rate: this encourages traditionally
underserved arts groups to rent the space, creating greater community access.

Comparing Rental
Spaces in Atlanta
The B Complex
https://www.thebcomplex.com/#galleryr
ental
Mutiny ArtWrx
https://www.mutinyartwrx.com/studiosp
ace
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Atlanta Printmakers Studio
http://www.atlantaprintmakersstudio.org
/renting-2021

LITERARY ARTS

There is a lot of room to create and expand the literary arts programming at UUCA. This could
take shape in many ways, mostly using outside artists to provide programming.
Create a Literary Arts Leadership Team (LALT), consisting of UUCA members who will take
an active interest in creating a dynamic and thoughtful literary program.
Literary arts are a perfect place to cross program between exhibitions at the Pulgrum
Gallery, and presentations of the Performing Arts Leadership Team. Programming should
correspond to the liturgical themes as selected by UUCA leadership, but could also support
additional themes and ideas brought forth in other programming.
Literary arts are a great way to engage outside members of the community. They don't
require much setup or staff time, and would bring new people into the building, who might
not otherwise come to UUCA. Book launches, poetry readings, spoken word events, and
writing workshops are a few examples of programming that would be resource light, but
impact heavy.
Literary workshops are a potential revenue generating source, and would be a solid place to
begin charging for events that happen at UUCA.
The UUCA should engage professional writers, as well as academics to present
programming. Honorariums should be provided for all workshops and programs. Book
launch events could serve in an event rental capacity.

Models for
Literary Arts Programs
Lighthouse Writers Workshop
https://www.lighthousewriters.org
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Sarah Lawrence College
https://www.sarahlawrence.edu/writinginstitute/courses/?
utm_source=Google&utm_medium=Searc
h&utm_campaign=Writing_Institute&gclid
=CjwKCAiAl6PBhBCEiwAc2GOVKKuPASw9Nzh0VLM
UhLVNencqlWPYv8qPJy7rfn1Uv08jgmTS
5RxSBoCvckQAvD_BwE

YOUTH ARTS
TEAM
UUCA has an incredible opportunity to both engage young members of the congregation in art,
but also provide opportunities that don't currently exist, to young community members.
Curatorial and leadership positions in the arts have been traditionally dominated by white men,
with a few white women sneaking into the roles. Often arts careers seem out of reach for many
kids who have either not been exposed to that side of the arts world, or for whom the barriers to
entry are too murky and difficult to navigate. By setting up a Youth Arts Team (YAT), UUCA
would be a leader in preparing teens to have careers in the arts.
Initial phase of building the YAT
Create a paid, part-time position to run the YAT. Ideally, this person would work in the
Atlanta arts scene as a museum professional or curator. The goal is to select someone who
would be able to help teens navigate an unfamiliar world.
Create and promote an application system for interested teens.
The first selection of 10-12 YAT members would be done by UUCA staff, in conjunction with
the YAC leader; however subsequent cohorts of the YAT should be chosen by the YAT.
YAT would require a year-long commitment to weekly
or bi-weekly meetings at UUCA. Meetings would be
facilitated by YAT leader, but would allow the teens to
explore issues in which they are interested, while
learning about curation, art history, and museum best
practices.
During the year, the YAT could choose to present
programs to the community that help them further
their work and discussions.
The culmination of the year would end with a
summertime exhibition in the Pulgram Gallery, along
with any programming they feel would bolster the
ideas they bring forth in the show.

Models for
Youth Arts Teams
Walker Art Museum
https://walkerart.org/visit/teen-program
University of Chicago
https://arts.uchicago.edu/arts-publiclife/youth-programs/teen-arts-council
Everyone Museum of Art
https://everson.org/everson-teen-artscouncil/
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Second phase of building the YAT
The Youth Arts Team will be very attractive to funders looking to expand the pipeline of
museum professionals. In the second phase of building the YAt, UUCA should focus on
grant funding to create an even more robust program.
While continuing to fund a leadership position, the second phase will offer monthly stipends
to the teens participating in the program. The greatest reason for offering the stipend is to
encourage participation from lower income teens, who might not otherwise apply for this
opportunity, instead needing after-school jobs for income. The stipends should be seen as
driving equity and inclusion in the program.
With greater funding, the YAT will be able to provide greater programming, allowing them to
offer honorariums to presenters and artists who engage with them.
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VISITING
ARTISTS

The administrative building will house an office space that could be converted to studio space,
to host visiting artists at UUCA. This space would be used for 1-3 month commitments, inviting
artists of all artistic disciplines to join the UUCA in exploring ideas surrounding marginalized
communities, current conversations, and community. Artist residencies should encourage and
support the creation of art that pushes the boundaries of what can be done.
Visiting Artists
Create an application for visiting artists who are looking for 1-3 month commitments.
Applications would include contact information, artist statement and biography, images of
work, resume or CV, residency proposal including what the artist intends to work on during
the residency.
UUCA leadership would select and schedule visiting artist residencies.
In exchange for space, artists present programs that engage the UUCA members and public
in the creation of art. Programs could include exhibitions, workshops, and artist talks. The
number of programs would be determined by the length of stay.
Initially, the program would provide only space; art
materials would be self-funded by the artist. As the
UUCA arts funding increases, the Visiting Artists
program could provide stipends to further the work of
the artists utilizing the space.
Stipends for artists will attract more mid-to-late career
artists, in addition to the early career artists who are
more likely to apply initially.

Models for
Visiting Artist Programs
18th Street Arts Center
https://18thstreet.org/visiting-artist
Erie Arts & Culture
https://www.erieartsandculture.org/progr
ams-and-services/capacitybuilding/visiting-artist-residencyprogram/
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Gibbes Museum
https://www.gibbesmuseum.org/assets/
pdfs/sc-visiting-artist-series.pdf

PERMANENT
COLLECTION
There is an interest in continuing to expand the permanent art collection at UUCA. Creating a
permanent collection should take time and be designed to suit the needs of the space.
All artwork accessioned to the permanent collection should be done using public art collecting
protocols.
All pieces of work should be site-specific, commissioned works. Because UUCA has limited
space and does not have a climate controlled storage facility, it is recommended that each
piece be created and installed with purpose.
Once a site for art has been chosen, a committee will need to be seated. The committee
should include UUCA members, a person from UUCA leadership, arts professionals and
community members who may or may not attend services at UUCA.
The committee will issue a Request for Proposals (RFP) including budget, location and
timeline.
Once proposals have been gathered, the committee will need to narrow their selections to
three artists, who will be invited to give a presentation to the group.
The three artists selected should be given a small stipend that will cover a moquette of the
work to be installed.
Once all artists have presented, the committee will select one artist to create and install the
work.
The committee could choose to have a reception for each work that is installed. The
reception would help engage the congregation and community in the permanent collection
The permanent collection should live online and include photographs, artist information and
curatorial statement about the works.

Funding a permanent collection could be achieved in a two ways:
Seeking direct financial donations to the permanent collection.
Initiating a percent for art program. This would look like setting aside a certain small
percentage of giving that allows the congregation to make art purchases over a longer
period of time. For example, a .01 percent for art program would net $5,000 on every
$500,000 donated. This allows for a slow but steady approach to collecting.
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DIGITAL
PROGRAMMING

UUCA has an opportunity to continue some of the shift created by the Covid-19 pandemic in the
online program creation sphere. Online programming, while not a substitute for in-person
programming, can be utilized to create a more accessible space for arts patrons. Examples of
continued online arts programming could include:
Events livestreamed to audiences; tickets sold to events
ASL interpreters
A digital archive of recorded programming
Digital archive of exhibitions in the Pulgram Gallery
Online gallery of all artwork purchased by members of the congregation, creating a digital
permanent collection
UUCA will need to have digitally skilled volunteers to run any digital program. At this time, it
would not be financially justifiable to include funding for a digital arts program, as the returns
would be much lower than other endeavors.
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FUNDING

An arts program of this scope would need funding beyond what the current UUCA budget is
able to provide. There are a few ways that UUCA could increase its arts funding:
Grants
There are several, local arts-related funding opportunities for which UUCA should apply. Below
are the five grant opportunities that would best fit this arts blueprint.
Atlanta Office of Cultural Affairs Organizational Grants:
$500 - $10,000
Offers grants for community cultural development, specifically targeting organizations
that are not true "arts organizations," but who wish to engage artists and performers as
part of their programming.
Grant timelines not yet announced for FY2023 cycle.
https://ocaatlanta.gosmart.org/
Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta:
$10,000 - $50,000 (or up to 20% of operating budget)
Provides direct assistance to organizations that present or provide arts and culture
programming, including assistance to pay artists and performers directly.
Grants open mid-October and close mid-November
https://cfgreateratlanta.org/nonprofits/available-grants/metropolitan-atlanta-arts-fund/
Idea Capital Atlanta:
$500-$5000
Grants for experimental or investigative art projects. All artistic disciplines are funded,
including curatorial projects.
Grants open September 1, and close October 31.
https://www.ideacapitalatlanta.org/apply
Georgia Council for the Arts:
$1,000 - $75,000
Offers many grants in different categories, including facilities and programatic funds
Grant timelines vary by grant category
https://gaarts.org/what-we-do/grants/
Georgia Council for the Humanities
Up to $2500
Fund humanities programming that includes at least one scholar, and is open to the
public
Grant opens in March, deadline unavailable
https://www.georgiahumanities.org/grants/
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Ticket Sales
One of the major revenue-generating opportunities is the ability to sell tickets to events
programmed by the various arts leadership teams. The amount of money generated this way
will be determined by the capacity of volunteers and the ability of the leadership teams to
program and promote events.
Create an online ticketing platform for events; linked from uuca.org.
Tickets should be affordable, but also cover associated costs of honorariums, speaker fees,
refreshments, and marketing. Keeping events affordable is also a way to increase
accessibility to the arts in Atlanta.
Ticket price should be determined by length and content of an event. For example, a threehour writing workshop should cost more to attend than a 90-minute curatorial talk.
A certain number of tickets to events should be held aside and given to individuals who
otherwise would be unable to afford to attend.
Event Rental
Event rentals will be an important component in funding expansive art programming at UUCA.
Please refer to the Event Rentals section of this document.
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MARKETING
+PROMOTION
UUCA will have to engage in significant marketing and digital promotion to make the arts
program successful.
Print Marketing Materials
Monthly printed 6x9 postcards, with UUCA arts programming schedule; distributed to
congregation members, local businesses and partner arts organizations
Printed guides for Pulgram Gallery exhibitions, including curatorial and artist statements,
information on included artworks, and QR codes linked to sales website; available at both
entrances to the gallery.
Digital Marketing Materials
Dedicated Arts page on uuca.org to include
Continually updated calendar of events
Mission and Vision statements, and link to the UUCA statements on diversity and
inclusion
Link to ticketing for all events
Rotating artist spotlight, to highlight current or upcoming events
Links to applications for space rental, and art and curatorial opportunities
Donation link
Contact information for staff member who will serve as the arts liaison, who will filter
inquiries to various Arts Leadership Teams
Arts Leadership Teams should list events on various Atlanta community arts calendars,
including:
ArtsATL: http://www.artsatl.org
AJC: https://events.ajc.com/home
Creative Loafing: https://creativeloafing.com/atlanta-events
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Social Media
It is vitally important for UUCA to have a strong social media presence across multiple social
media platforms, namely Instagram and Facebook.
Instagram
UUCA should open an account specifically for arts related programming
With robust programming, content planning should be easy. However, UUCA should have a
staff member to gather content from each Arts Leadership Team and post to social
channels. This also allows for content to be edited prior to posting.
The Instagram algorithm works such that posts should be intermittent, stories posted daily,
and reels created and posted weekly. Without hitting all three of Instagram's content
channels, it is almost impossible to breakthrough the noise and gain followers.
Include a link tree system on the Instagram page to link posts to event ticket sales.
Can possibly use Instagram Live Streaming for certain applicable content, like gallery artist
talks, though this is low-hanging fruit on Instagram's platform as UUCA would like to use it.
Facebook
Facebook page should be linked to the Instagram account, so that all content posted to
Instagram will appear on Facebook.
Facebook's main value is in its event creation ability: an event should be created for each
program and promoted across Facebook.
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